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In this note we shall be concerned with the aggregation of the constant elasticity of substitution 
(CES) type of production function. in particuk w wili derive tbe error lrnadt by using the 
arithmetic averages as they are usually published, rather than the theoretically required averages. 

Letusconsiderfirmsi(i== l,..., IV) producing accor&ng to a CBS production 
function schedule, as follows 

VI, = y[SKp-(1 -s)Lp]-v’p, j z 1 , . . . . N, t = 1, . . . . T, (1) 

where Vtr, & and &, are measures of vale added, capital servias and labour 
services of firm i at time t, respectively. Rewriting (11, we have 

Adding over the Mfirms, we obtain 

We now want to specify our aggregate (macro-) model by analogy! to the micro- 
model (1) or (2). Donating the aggregates of V,, , K,, , and Lt, by V,, Kc, and L,) 
r-eqxdvciy, we thus desire \ 

yI-.3!v T y -P~‘&fpq-y-P”(l -Q&-F, (4) 

*The authors are indebted to Professor T. Kioek for some valuable comments. 



Let us now consider the error made by approximating the theoretically desired 
mm, 

by the usually pubSshed arithmetic mean. The latter is defined as1 

A 
1 N 

=- c xJ* 
&=I 

(7) 

.‘,. 

and may be obtained as a special cake of (6) by substitutitsg I = 1, We denote 
another limiting case of (6), namely the case oft + O,3 the geomctrk mean by 

: 

. 

@ = ($l,,l'N. 

Let us rewrite (6) as follows: ’ 

f(r) = In Z(r)- In N, 

where 

and 

(8) 
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“Xt should ba noted that it is immaterial for our further daimi~m whether we use we@hts 
w*(l= 1, ‘*.I N); x?np1 w; = 1; iv; ;b o,arnok 

Se Hardy, I&lmv~ and PbIya (1%7, pe 1 S). 
“SIm f&owiq derivations mainly follow along a Iii given by Bridp (1971) in cwmecth 

with cE!J pr~lact&n fmitiom. 



we have 

f’(r) = www1- 5 

J”(r) = Zi’(r)[Z(r)]’ I- [z’(~)]2[z(r)]- 2, 

f-(r) = z”ww~l- l -3z"(r)z'(r)[z(r)J-z+2[z'(r)]3[z(r)]-3. 

(11) 
We fuzther kmw, 

whereZ@j(r) denotes the kth derivative of Z(r) witF respect to r. Thus we can 
write a Taylor’s expansioti around t = r. for fir), using (11) and (12), as 
follows: 

Putting to = 0 and using (10) aud (8X (13) btmxnes 



Setting r equal to unity, (14) yields4 

On substituting (15) into (14) and deleting the third and higher order sample 
moments of in xi (i = 1, . j ., I?), we obtain the following approximste relation- 
ship between the arithmetic and generalized averages 

Of course, this approximation is valid only whea the sum of the terms containing 
the third and higher order moments of In x converges to a value near zero. 
Though making a’general proposition ribout this point seems to INS @possible, 
it can at least beshown that (16) holds exactly in a case that frequently turns up 
in economic discussions, i.e., the case where the variables x1 (t = ? + ..,, N) are 
lognormally distributed. 

Let us therefore assume that the variables xi are lognormally &stribut& i.e., 

j@lxj) =. 

We consider 

A = E&X] 

(~~~(2tt))~~ exp (-_36-2(ln x~-P)‘). (17) 

We *then find the exact result, substituting sample 
moments, 

moments for theoretical 

Going back to the CES production function, we can conclude that we overt 
estimak our aggregates in using arithmetic averages instead of gctttrslrned 



av-gcs of the form (5). In case our assumption of lognormality hofds true, the 
relative error is between one and one half times the second-order moment, for 
values of the eiastkity of substitution between 0.5 and 1.0, The error is smaller 
for the aggregates sf value added, if P 3 1, as is commonly found in time series 
analysis, 

Finally, it should be noted that when the second-order moments of the dis- 
tributions of ln Kit and ln Lit are equal, the aggregation errors only tiect the 
efficiency parameter y ; when these second-order moments are different, the 
aggregation errors affect the &iciency parameter y as well as the distribution 
parameter 6, but icave the substitution parameter p and the scale parameter Y 
l&xkafIWti. 


